
Anonymous 
 2,Via inghilterra, 04011 Aprilia (Italy) 

 00000000000   ............................@libero.it 

National Geograpich 
w 
United States 

Dear Sir, 

I always loved nature and science, and i still remember that the firts time i take your magazine. I was like 

ten years old and i was walking with my dad when we pass near a kios, then i asked to my dad to buy me 

something, i didn't chose someone in particular so my dad choose for me, and he picked up a computer 

gaming magazine, in doing so he make fall a national geographic magazine.I picked up and i choose that 

one to buy.

And now like 8 years ago i'm still interessed in the job that you do, and i would love to work for your 

company too.

I don't have any degree for the moment, but i really love photography and this passion don't want to 

decrease. 

I would love to make photo for a big company as yours and try to astonish with my photo the readers of 

the magazine as i always get astonished when i look at yours-

I hope that my application will be considered.

Yours faithfully

Giuseppe Di Giovanni
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Curriculum vitae

PERSONAL INFORMATION Anonymous 

2,Via inghilterra, 04011 Aprilia (Italy) 

 000000000 

 ..........................@libero.it 

Sex Male | Date of birth 19/12/1997 | Nationality Italian 

PREFERRED JOB Photographer

WORK EXPERIENCE

Electrical-equipment assembler
L.E.D., Aprilia (Italy) 

-assemble medical equipment;

-test the correct operation of the equipment;

-packaging of the equipment;

-wiring of the component;

-weld of the electronic component.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

08/09/2011–Present certificate in electronic and electrotechnics
C.&N. Rosselli, Aprilia (Italy) 

English,Math,Electronics,T.P.S.E.E.,Italian,History,System,Religion.

-planning electronics project.

basic knowledge about food and the human body,

basic knowledge about business and economy.

PERSONAL SKILLS

Mother tongue(s) Italian

Other language(s) UNDERSTANDING SPEAKING WRITING

Listening Reading Spoken interaction Spoken production

English B1 B1 B1 B1 B1

French A1 A1 A1 A1 A1

Levels: A1 and A2: Basic user - B1 and B2: Independent user - C1 and C2: Proficient user
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 

Communication skills -good communication skills gained through my experience with all travel that i do.

Organisational / managerial skills -good organisational skill;

-quite good leading skill.

Job-related skills -very good diligence;
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Curriculum vitae  Giuseppe Di Giovanni

-respectfull of the deadlines.

Digital competence SELF-ASSESSMENT

Information
processing

Communication
Content
creation

Safety
Problem
solving

Proficient user Proficient user Proficient user Proficient user Proficient user

Digital competences - Self-assessment grid 

-can use all microsoft office software

-can use photo and video editing software such as photoshop for the photo and premiere for the 
video.

Other skills -reading: i Always read something when i have the time

-first aid: gained in my scuba diving training

Driving licence B
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